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We study the role played in leptogenesis by the equilibration of lepton flavors, as could be induced
in supersymmetric models by off diagonal soft breaking masses for the scalar lepton doublets m˜αβ,
or more generically by new sources of lepton flavor violation. We show that if m˜αβ >∼ 1GeV and
leptogenesis occurs below ∼ 100TeV, dynamical flavor effects are irrelevant and leptogenesis is
correctly described by a one-flavor Boltzmann equation. We also discuss spectator effects in low
scale leptogenesis by taking into account various chemical equilibrium conditions enforced by the
reactions that are in thermal equilibrium. We write down the Boltzmann equation for low scale
supersymmetric leptogenesis that includes flavor and spectator effects in the presence of lepton
flavor equilibration, and we show how it reduces to a particularly simple form.
INTRODUCTION
Leptogenesis [1] is a theoretical mechanism that can ex-
plain the observed matter-antimatter asymmetry of the
Universe. An initial lepton asymmetry is generated in the
out-of-equilibrium decays of heavy singlet Majorana neu-
trinos, and is then partially converted in a baryon asym-
metry by anomalous sphaleron interactions [2]. Heavy
Majorana singlet neutrinos are also a fundamental ingre-
dient of the seesaw model [3], that provides an elegant ex-
planation of the suppression of neutrino masses with re-
spect to all other Standard Model (SM) mass scales. Lep-
togenesis can be quantitatively successful without any
fine-tuning of the seesaw parameters, and it is an intrigu-
ing ‘coincidence’ that a neutrino mass scale of the order
of the atmospheric neutrino mass square difference is op-
timal for yielding the correct value of the baryon asym-
metry. The possibility of giving an explanation of two
apparently unrelated experimental facts (neutrino masses
and the baryon asymmetry) within a single framework,
makes the idea that baryogenesis occurred through lep-
togenesis very attractive.
The crucial role played by lepton flavor effects in lep-
togenesis was fully realized only a few years ago [4, 5, 6]
(see [7, 8] for earlier studies of flavor effects in leptoge-
nesis, and [9, 10] for recent reviews). Most extensions
of the SM, and most noticeably among these, the Super-
symmetric Standard Model (SSM), include new sources
of Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV). The purpose of this
letter is to show that if leptogenesis occurs at tempera-
tures when these new sources mediate reactions that are
in chemical equilibrium, then there are no flavor effects
in leptogenesis.1 In particular, this is likely to happen in
soft leptogenesis [11, 12, 13] that is a natural mechanism
for low scale leptogenesis. In contrast, We include in our
analysis also the effects of spectator processes [14, 15]
that should be taken into account for a correct estimate
of the final baryon asymmetry.
LEPTON FLAVOR EQUILIBRATION
With Lepton Flavor Equilibration (LFE) we refer to
the effect of reactions that would bring the different lep-
ton doublets ℓα (α = e, µ, τ) into chemical equilibrium.
We will use as a general and most interesting example
the SSM where, in the basis in which the charged lepton
Yukawa couplings are diagonal, a source of LFV from soft
supersymmetry breaking masses is generally present:
Lsoft ⊃ m˜2αβ ℓ˜†αℓ˜β. (1)
1 In this paper, we refer to “flavor effects” in the restricted sense
of the dynamical effects that arise when the flavored CP asym-
metries ǫα are not proportional to the respective branching frac-
tions for N → ℓα decays. In the (fine tuned) case when an exact
proportionality exists, the final baryon asymmetry is simply en-
hanced by a factor corresponding to the number of lepton flavors
that are in thermal equilibrium [5]. This result holds indepen-
dently of the particular flavor configuration, it is unrelated to
flavor dynamics, and is a simple consequence of fermion family
replication. Thus, we include this effect in the general class of
effects that, like the typical spectator effects, are unrelated to the
dynamics of lepton flavors and of lepton flavor number violation.
2Here ℓ˜α are the superpartners of the SU(2) lepton dou-
blets. The terms in eq. (1) affect the flavor composition
of the mass eigenstates, and as a result the ℓαℓ˜
(int)
α G˜ ver-
tex for the sleptons gauge eigenstates (where G˜ = W˜a, B˜
represent a SU(2) or U(1) gaugino) involve a unitary ro-
tation to the slepton mass eigenstates:
ℓ˜(int)α = Rαβ ℓ˜β, Rαβ ∼ δαβ +O(
m˜2αβ
h2αT
2
), (2)
where hα > hβ is the relevant charged lepton Yukawa
coupling that determines at leading order the (thermal)
mass splittings of the sleptons.
The term in eq. (1) can induce fast LFV reactions,
namely gaugino mediated t-channel processes ℓαP ↔
ℓ˜βP˜ , ℓαP˜ ↔ ℓ˜β P , and s-channel processes ℓαℓ˜β ↔ PP˜ ,
with P = ℓ,Q, φu, φd, where Q and φu,d are the quark
and Higgs doublets (for bino-reactions also the quark and
leptons SU(2)-singlets u, d, e contribute). For example,
for the reduced cross section corresponding to SU(2) t-
channel reactions we obtain:
σˆt(s) = RαβR
∗
αβ
g4
16π
Πg ×[(
2
m2
W˜
s
+ 1
)
log
(
s+m2
W˜
m2
W˜
)
− 2
]
(3)
where Πg ≡
(∑
β 6=α gLαgL˜β
)
× ∑P gP gP˜ where
gL, gP , . . . count the number of degrees of freedom (spin,
isospin, color and flavor) of the corresponding particles,
and m2
W˜
= (9/2) g22T
2 is the W -ino thermal mass. Be-
cause of the several possible reactions and of the large
number of degrees of freedom, Πg is a large number
∼ 103. From eq. (3) and using eq. (2) (for α 6= β that
is the case of interest) we can estimate the thermally av-
eraged reaction density for t-channel α ↔ β transitions
as:
γt,α↔β =
T
64π4
∫
ds
√
sK1
(√
s
T
)
σˆt(s)
∼
(
g2m˜2αβ
h2αT
2
)2
ΠgT
4
29π5
. (4)
Summing s-channel reactions and normalizing to the rel-
ativistic abundance of leptons we obtain the LFV rate
ΓLFV ∼ γα↔β
T 3/π2
∼ 106 m˜
4
αβ
T 3
. (5)
When this rate is faster than the Universe expansion
ΓH ∼ 25T 2/MP (with MP the Planck mass), asymme-
tries eventually present in the different lepton doublets
equilibrate, meaning that their chemical potentials (that
here and in the following are denoted with the same
symbol than the corresponding particle) become equal:
ℓα = ℓ. According to eq. (5), this occurs roughly for
T <∼ 100
(
m˜αβ
1GeV
)4/5
TeV. (6)
We see that even for moderate values of the off-diagonal
soft breaking scalar masses, LFE is likely to be a generic
feature in low scale supersymmetric leptogenesis.
EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS
To see what are the consequences of LFE on lepto-
genesis, we need to write the corresponding Boltzmann
Equations (BE) taking into account all the chemical equi-
librium conditions imposed by reactions that, at the spe-
cific temperature considered, are faster than the Universe
expansion. Here we will concentrate on the temperature
range 1TeV <∼ T <∼ 100TeV, that is well above the elec-
troweak phase transition, but low enough so that in the
SSM, LFE equilibration is likely to occur. In principle
there are as many chemical potentials as there are parti-
cles in the thermal bath. However, a first set of conditions
that are generally realized in the temperature range we
are interested in allows to drastically reduce this number:
1. Since we will work at scales much higher thanMW ,
where total isospin I3, hypercharge (and color)
must be zero, gauge fields have vanishing chemi-
cal potential W = B = g = 0 [16]. This also im-
plies that all the particles belonging to the same
SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) multiplet have the same
chemical potential, that is, ψ(I3 = +
1
2 ) = ψ(I3 =
− 12 ) for weak isospin, and similarly for color.
2. Chemical potentials for the three gauginos W˜ =
B˜ = g˜ are driven to zero once the supersymmetry
breaking effects related to the Majorana soft gaug-
ino masses m1/2 attain chemical equilibrium [17],
that is when m21/2/T
>∼ ΓH . Note that since these
3rates are quadratic in m1/2 while the correspond-
ing rates for LFE go as m˜4αβ in studying LFE it is
certainly reasonable to assume W˜ = B˜ = g˜ = 0. In
turn, the vanishing of the gaugino chemical poten-
tials implies that particles within the same super-
multiplet have the same chemical potential ψ˜ = ψ.
3. Similarly to what happens for the gauginos, the
Higgsino mass term µφu,dφuφd ensures that φd +
φu = 0. We then denote φu = −φd = φ.
4. Because of generation-mixing interactions, we take
generation-independent quark potentials Qi = Q,
ui = u and di = d. Fast LFV interactions yield
(α 6= β)
ℓα + P = ℓ˜β + P˜ = ℓβ + P, (7)
where P represents, for example, any one of the
ℓ, Q, φu,d SU(2) doublets, and the second equality
follows from condition 2. This yields ℓα = ℓβ = ℓ,
that is the chemical potential of the lepton doublets
are also generation independent.
5. Given that ℓµ = ℓτ , the Yukawa couplings interac-
tions for the right handed µ and τ leptons, that are
both in equilibrium below (1 + tan2 β) × 109GeV,
yield τ = µ. As regards the right handed electron,
its Yukawa interaction attains equilibrium below
Te ∼ 20−100TeV [18], depending also on the value
of tanβ.2 If also the off diagonal mass terms for the
right handed sleptons m˜Reα (α = µ, τ) are particu-
larly suppressed, then the right handed (s)electrons
would remain out of chemical equilibrium in an in-
teresting range above Te. We thus leave open the
possibility that µ 6= e = 0.
2 Reactions mediated by the small up-quark Yukawa coupling Yu
will be in equilibrium at temperatures below Tu ∼ (Yu/Ye)2Te ≈
(m2u/m
2
e tan
2 β)Te. Thus, if tan β < mu/me ≈ O(10), reactions
mediated by Yu will always be in equilibrium when the electron
Yukawa interactions are in equilibrium. If tan β ≫ mu/me, the
up-quark Yukawa interactions can remain out-of-equilibrium in
most of the temperature regime we are considering. This would
yield slightly different numerical results.
Because of the previous conditions, we are left with
six independent chemical potentials: Q, u, d, ℓ, µ and φ.
They should satisfy the following additional conditions:
Yukawa couplings equilibration:
Q− u+ φu = 0, (8)
Q− d+ φd = 0, (9)
ℓ− µ+ φd = 0. (10)
Electroweak sphalerons equilibrium (QCD sphalerons
equilibrium do not impose further constraints [15]):
3Q+ ℓ = 0. (11)
Hypercharge neutrality:
3(Q+ 2u− d− ℓ)− 2µ− e+ φu − φd = 0, (12)
where, depending on the temperature range, e = µ or
e = 0. These are five conditions, and therefore all the
chemical potentials can be expressed in terms of just one,
that we choose to be ℓ. The solution for e = µ reads:
Q = − ℓ
3
; u =
5ℓ
21
; d = −19ℓ
21
; µ =
3ℓ
7
; φ =
4ℓ
7
, (13)
with minor numerical changes in u, d, µ, φ when e = 0.
We can now use these equations to express ℓ in terms
of the asymmetry in the B − L charge, that is the rel-
evant quantity for writing the BE in our temperature
regime since it is not violated by EW sphalerons. We de-
note the number density asymmetry for a particle p nor-
malized to the entropy density s as Y∆p = (np − np¯)/s,
and Y∆p normalized to the equilibrium density Y
eq
p is de-
noted as y∆p = Y∆p/Y
eq
p . Let us also remember that,
because of boson (B)/fermion (F) statistics, the relation
between chemical potentials and particle density asym-
metries reads y∆B/y∆F = 2µB/µF . Assuming that all
effects of particle masses can be neglected [19], and de-
pending if the right-handed electron is or is not in chem-
ical equilibrium, then we have:
Y
(e=µ)
∆B−L
Y∆ℓ
=
9
ℓ
[
2Q+ u+ d− (2ℓ+ µ)
]
= −237
7
, (14)
Y
(e=0)
∆B−L
Y∆ℓ
=
9
ℓ
[
2Q+ u+ d−
(
2ℓ+
2
3
µ
)]
= −426
13
. (15)
4THE BOLTZMANN EQUATIONS
When accounting for flavor effects is a mandatory con-
dition (T <∼ 1012GeV [4, 5, 7]) one should write a set
of three BE, one for each of the conserved flavor charges
∆α = B/3 − Lα. To illustrate the importance of LFE,
here we write simplified BE including only decays and
inverse decays. Also, we write just the BE for the heavy
Majorana neutrinos, the effects of LFE on the equations
for the sneutrinos are completely analogous. The BE
for the evolution of the heavy neutrino density as usual
reads: −Y˙N = (yN − 1)γD where γD is the total N decay
rate into ℓ, φu and their superpartners, yN = YN/Y
eq
N
and the time derivative is Y˙N = sHz dYN/dz, with
z = MN/T . By taking equal decay rates into particles
and superpartners γDℓ ≃ γDℓ˜ ≃ γD/2 we can write the
evolution equation for the flavor charges as:
− Y˙∆α = (yN − 1)ǫαγD
−1
2
(
y∆ℓ + y∆φ + y∆ℓ˜ + y∆φ˜
)
Bα
(
1
2
γD
)
= (yN − 1)ǫαγD − 1
2
(
33
7
y∆ℓ
)
Bα
(
1
2
γD
)
,(16)
where ǫα and Bα are respectively the CP asymmetry and
the branching fraction for the decay N → ℓα + ℓ˜α. In
the last line we have used y∆φ =
8
7y∆ℓ, y∆φ˜ =
4
7y∆ℓ
and y∆ℓ˜ = 2y∆ℓ. Now in order to integrate eq. (16),
one should express the asymmetry density y∆ℓ that is
weighting the strength of the washouts, in terms of the
charge densities y∆α . The important thing to notice at
this point is that, regardless of the details of the resulting
expression, as a consequence of LFE the washout weights
do not carry any flavor index. We can thus readily sum
up the three flavored equations and obtain
− Y˙∆B−L = (yN − 1)ǫ γD +
1
4
(
11
79
)
y∆B−LγD, (17)
where ǫ =
∑
α ǫα and eq. (14) has been used. For the
case in which the right handed electron is out of equilib-
rium, eq. (15) together with y∆φ = 2y∆φ˜ =
14
13y∆ℓ should
be used instead, and the washout numerical coefficient
changes slightly: 1179 → 1071 .
A few remarks are now in order:
Nk
ℓ˜β
ℓα
W˜,B˜
φ˜u
φu
FIG. 1: Vertex diagram generating lepton flavor violating CP
asymmetries in the decays of the heavy Majorana neutrinos
Nk → ℓαφu. Similar diagrams appear for Nk → ℓ˜αφ˜u and in
the decays of the neutrinos superpartners N˜k → ℓαφ˜u, ℓ˜αφu.
1. LFE allows to recast the BE equation in just one
equation for B − L, thus killing effectively flavor
effects. Recalling that in the temperature regime
T <∼ 109GeV also all effects of the heavier neutri-
nos N2,3 are absent [20], we can conclude that the
one-flavor BE eq. (17) gives a complete description
of the dynamics of leptogenesis. Note that such a
drastic simplification depends just on the hypoth-
esis of flavor equilibration, and it applies in partic-
ular to soft leptogenesis as long as m˜αβ >∼ 1GeV
and MN <∼ 100TeV. In case m˜αβ is diagonal to an
extremely good approximation, then flavor effects
can survive,3 and can have important consequences
also for soft leptogenesis [21].
2. Purely Flavored Leptogenesis (PFL) models [22],
that are defined by the condition
∑
α ǫα = 0, are
unable to generate a baryon asymmetry in the pres-
ence of LFE since the source term in the BE eq. (17)
vanishes.4 In this respect, it is interesting to note
that the same LFV soft masses responsible for LFE
also generate lepton flavor violating CP asymme-
tries through interference of the tree level decay
amplitude with the loop diagram depicted in fig. 1.
The CP asymmetry in the decay of the Nk seesaw
neutrino into SM particles induced by this diagram
3 For flavor effects to kick back in it is in fact sufficient to have
e.g., m˜eα ≈ 0 for α = µ, τ . Below Te also m˜Reα ≈ 0 is required.
4 In the PFL model studied in [22] LFE does not occur, because
LFV is coupled to heavy messengers states with mass several
times larger than MN , and thus it is strongly suppressed.
5reads:
ǫNkℓαφu = −
3g2 + g′2
8π (λ†λ)kk
∑
β
Im
(
λ∗βkm˜
2
βαλαk
M2Nk
)
, (18)
and similar expressions hold for the other flavored
CP asymmetries ǫNk
ℓ˜αφ˜
, ǫN˜k
ℓ˜αφ
, and ǫN˜k
ℓαφ˜
. From eq. (18)
it is readily seen that
∑
α ǫ
Nk
ℓαφu
= 0. In the absence
of LFE, this condition by itself would not impede
to generate a lepton asymmetry [5, 22] and, rather
interestingly, the decoupling of the CP asymme-
tries (enhanced as ∼ g2) from the washouts (∝ λ2)
would have yielded a new mechanism for low scale
leptogenesis and for avoiding the gravitino problem.
However, to obtain sufficiently large CP asymme-
tries one must require m˜2αβ/M
2
N
>∼ 10−6, and this
unavoidably implies LFE. We can thus conclude
that the flavored CP asymmetries eq. (18) are ir-
relevant to leptogenesis.
CONCLUSIONS
Flavor effects can produce large enhancements of the
baryon asymmetry yield of leptogenesis. If the CP asym-
metry in one lepton flavor is particularly large (and
note that it could even be larger than the total lepton
CP asymmetry) and at the same time the associated
washouts are suppressed by a small branching fraction
for N decays to that flavor, the baryon asymmetry will
be sizeably larger than what would be obtained in a one-
flavor approximation based on the total lepton CP asym-
metry and on the total washout rates.
The effectiveness of flavor effects relies, however, on
the condition that the dynamics of the different lepton
flavors remains sufficiently decoupled during the leptoge-
nesis era. In this paper we have shown that when LFV
interactions are sufficiently fast to equilibrate the asym-
metries in the different lepton doublets, flavor effects dis-
appear. In this situation, the dynamics of leptogenesis
can be again described correctly by means of a single BE
for the evolution of B-L.
It is well known that in the SM+seesaw, leptogene-
sis remains a high energy mechanism, and that to lower
the leptogenesis scale, say below ∼ 108GeV, physics be-
yond the SM+seesaw is required. However, new sources
of LFV are a quite common features in models for new
physics, and thus when leptogenesis is embedded within
new physics models, it is important to verify if flavor
effects are relevant or not in that particular realization.
In this paper, we have illustrated this point by study-
ing the SSM+seesaw, that probably is the most inter-
esting example. The SSM allows to produce a baryon
asymmetry at a scale as low as a few TeVs, through the
mechanism of soft leptogenesis. However, the SSM also
includes new sources of LFV from the supersymmetry
soft breaking sector, and we have shown that if the off-
diagonal soft masses for the scalar lepton doublets are
larger than about 1GeV, then there are no flavor effects
in soft leptogenesis, as long as it occurs below roughly
T ∼ 100TeV. We conclude that in the presence of LFE,
a simple and qualitatively correct description of lepto-
genesis can be given in terms of just one equation for
the evolution of the lepton asymmetry. However, for a
numerically accurate estimate, an equation for the evo-
lution of B − L (like eq. (17)) that takes into account
electroweak sphalerons equilibrium as well as the effects
of other spectator processes, is required.
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